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Special Operations Division
- Tactical Patrol Branch
  - Emergency Response Team Section
  - Tactical Unit
  - Negotiator Unit
  - Harbor Patrol Section
  - Boating Safety Unit
  - River Patrol Unit
  - Boater Registration Unit
- Special Events Branch
  - Planning Section
- Traffic Safety & Specialized Enforcement Branch
  - Motor Carrier Safety Section
  - Impaired Driver Support Section
  - Traffic Safety Section
  - Automated Enforcement Section
  - Grants and Programs Section
  - Major Crash Section
- Domestic Security Operations Branch
  - Squad #1 Section
  - Squad #2 Section
  - Civil Disturbance Unit
  - Protective Radiation Nuclear Detection Section
- Synchronized Operations Command Center Branch
  - Joint Operations Command Center Section
  - Command Information Center Section
  - Teletype Section
  - Shotspotter Program Section
  - CCTV Program Section

Tactical Information Division
- Joint Terrorism Task Force Branch
  - Criminal Intelligence Branch
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Patrol Support Division
- Field Supervisor Branch
  - Patrol Support Teams
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Traffic Safety & Specialized Enforcement Branch
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  - Automated Enforcement Section
  - Grants and Programs Section
  - Major Crash Section

Domestic Security Operations Branch
- Squad #1 Section
  - Squad #2 Section
  - Civil Disturbance Unit
  - Protective Radiation Nuclear Detection Section

Synchronized Operations Command Center Branch
- Joint Operations Command Center Section
  - Command Information Center Section
  - Teletype Section
  - Shotspotter Program Section
  - CCTV Program Section
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Strategic Change Division
- Strategic Planning and Implementation Branch
- Governmental Relations Branch

Policy and Standards Division
- Testing and Assessment Branch
- Police Officer Standards and Training Branch
- Policy Development Branch

Recruiting Division
- Recruiting Outreach Branch
- Background Investigations Branch
- Cadet Corps Branch

Reserve Corps Division
- Volunteer Services Branch
- Internship Coordination Branch

Metropolitan Police Academy Division
- Operations Support Branch
- Academic Services Branch
- Recruit Training Section
- Professional Development Section
- Continuing Studies Branch
- Firearms Training Section
- Media Productions Branch
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